
History Knowledge and Skills Progression 
 

‘As Historians we learn from the past so we can understand changes over time and how this impacts 

our lives.’ 
enquire, analyse, interpret, reflect, compare 

 

 

 

History Intent 

Our History curriculum allows pupils to gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of Britain’s past and that of the wider world. It inspires pupils’ 

curiosity and ignites fascination; encouraging pupils to think and act like historians. 

Learning opportunities will encourage discussion about the complexity of people’s lives, the process of change, the diversity of societies and relationships 

between different groups. It also helps children gain a sense of their own identity within a social, political, cultural and economic background. These skills 

and concepts will be developed throughout school and will be transferable to whichever period of history being studied to equip children for future 

learning. 
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EYFS 

At Pye Green, we recognise the fundamental role a child’s early years has in shaping the person and learner they become. Our curriculum is designed to 

build upon the strong foundations set down in our Early Years Foundation Stage. Each curriculum subject takes note of its predecessors in the EYFS, 

building upon and making links with prior learning. 

 

History 

Early exploration of History in the EYFS mainly takes place through talk – opportunities to listen, ask questions and share their own experiences and 

understanding. These opportunities and activities will stimulate and motivate the children’s curiosity and understanding of the past, as well as their 

present. Pupils will begin to recognise their place in the world and how others’ lives differ to their own. They have the chance to learn about family 

traditions and changes over time on a wider scale. Pupils recognise that information can be gathered from books and other sources, such as images and 

computers. To develop their knowledge and understanding of the world, pupils will be given opportunities to gather information and satisfy their curiosity, 

both independently and in groups. 
 

Development Matters 

Understanding the world: People and communities 
Children talk about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of family members. They know that other children don’t always enjoy the same things, and 

are sensitive to this. They know about similarities and differences between themselves and others, and among families, communities and traditions. 

Understanding the world: The world 
Children know about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things. They talk about the features of their own immediate 

environment and how environments might vary from one another. They make observations of animals and plants and explain why some things occur, and talk about 

changes.  
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NC KS1 History 

 

Y1 Y2 

Knowledge 

Changes within living 

memory. Where 

appropriate, these 

should be used to 

reveal aspects of 

change in national life 

Knowledge  To know the Royal mail has changed over time 

To know the changes in communications and transportation of 

the Royal Mail within living memory 

To know about mining in Hednesford 

To know how homes have changed 

To know how jobs have changed 

Vocabulary today, long ago, week, present, yesterday, memory, day, year, 

past, future, month, new, newest, old, oldest, recent, lifetime, 

similar, different, date order, timeline, important, 

remembers, living memory, 

Modern, long ago, older generation, opinion, artefact, 

memories, significant, memorial, experts, chronological 

order, investigate, opinion, research, artefact, impact, 

evidence, truth, thoughts, similarities, differences, relevant 

evidence, true or thoughts, 

How it is  

covered 

Spring Term - Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

 Stamps to reflect key events 

 Changes in communication and transport on timeline 

 Explain changes in post boxes and give explanation 

 Create a transporting post leaflet 

Autumn Term – Hi, Ho! Hi, Ho! 

 Past 1991 and Present day pictures to be sorted and 

explained. Predict future.  

 Describe changes in Hednesford from 1991 to 

Present day and explain any similarities.  

 Draw images to show mining jobs after discussion.  

 Sequencing events in their own day compared to 

events of a Victorian Miners day. 

 Answer questions about a Victorian Miners house. 

Skills  Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms.  

 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 
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Knowledge 

Events beyond living 

memory that are 

significant nationally or 

globally. 

Knowledge  To know about the Great Fire of London and the changes in 

caused 

To know about the changes in fire equipment due to the 

Great Fire of London 

To know about Grace Darlings rescue of shipwrecked sailors 

To know about the creation of the RNLI by Sir William 

Hillary 

To know about seaside holidays in the past 

Vocabulary today, long ago, week, present, yesterday, memory, day, year, 

past, future, month, new, newest, old, oldest, recent, lifetime, 

similar, different, date order, timeline, important 

Modern, long ago, artefact, significant, chronological order, 

investigate, opinion, research, artefact, impact, evidence, 

truth, thoughts, similarities, differences, true or thoughts, 

How it is  

covered 

Summer Term – Hot, Hot, Hot! 

 Research firemen and create fact file 

 Compare London in 1666 to Present day. Include 

pictures of buildings, Transport, The River Thames, 

Jobs and Royalty for children to sort into a table.  

 Understand Samuel Pepys importance during Great 

Fire of London.  

 Describe events of the Great fire of London from 

Samuel Pepys perspective.  

 Sequence key events of the Great Fire of London on a 

timeline. Create a ‘Fire incident Report’. 

 Compare fire equipment in 1666 to present day using 

a Venn diagram. 

 Explore the Monument and what it is there to 

commemorate. 

 Explore why bushfires spread and how they affect 

animals. 

Summer Term – All at Sea 

 Create a timeline of Grace Darling’s life.   

 Creatively retell the life of Grace Darling (eg. 

drama). 

 Research the history of RNLI and its founder Sir 

William Hillary and create a leaflet/poster. 

 Explore Rescue of shipwrecked sailors by Grace 

Darling and present findings. Create timelines. 

 Compare seaside life today to seaside life in the 

past.  

 

 

Skills  Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 
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 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented.  

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 

Knowledge 

The lives of significant 

individuals in the past 

who have contributed 

to national and 

international 

achievements. Some 

should be used to 

compare aspects of life 

in different periods  

Knowledge  To know about the Queen and her influence of the country 

 

To know about the Life of Walt Disney 

To know about the growth of Disney 

To know about the history of animation 

Vocabulary today, long ago, week, present, yesterday, memory, day, year, 

past, future, month, new, newest, old, oldest, recent, lifetime, 

similar, different, date order, timeline, important, 

remembers, living memory, 

Modern, long ago, opinion, artefact, memories, significant, 

memorial, experts, chronological order, investigate, opinion, 

research, artefact, impact, evidence, truth, thoughts, 

similarities, differences, true or thoughts, 

How it is  

covered 

Spring Term - Signed, Sealed, Delivered 

 Create a family tree for the Queen 

 Research Queen and create fact file 

 

Spring Term – A Whole New World 

 Create a timeline of Walt Disney’s life. 

 Create a timeline of Micky Mouse and discuss 

changes. 

 Explore changes and developments in animation from 

simple hand drawn stop motion Felix the cat to Micky 

mouse cartoons. (3/4D technology/digital)  

 Research and record the growth of Disney. 

Skills  Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

Knowledge 

Significant historical 

events, people and 

Knowledge   To know about mining in Hednesford 

To know about the changes in Mining 

To know who Samsun Blewitt was 
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places in their own 

locality. 

Vocabulary  Modern, long ago, older generation, opinion, artefact, 

memories, significant, memorial, experts, chronological 

order, investigate, opinion, research, artefact, impact, 

evidence, truth, thoughts, similarities, differences, true or 

thoughts, 

How it is  

covered 

 Autumn Term – Hi, Ho! Hi, Ho! 

 Past 1991 and Present day pictures to be sorted and 

explained. Predict future.  

 Describe changes in Hednesford from 1991 to 

Present day and explain any similarities.  

 Explore mining commemorative sculptures and the 

reasons for being there.  

 Visit Apedale colliery mine, Museum and Hednesford 

memorial. Use visit, videos, pictures and recounts to 

create an information leaflet.  

 Draw images to show mining jobs after discussion.  

 Sequencing events in their own day compared to 

events of a Victorian Miners day. 

 Answer questions about a Victorian Miners house. 

 Match description to mining artefact. 

 Explain advantages and disadvantages of Mining 

lighting and its development over time.  

 Explore Pit ponies and artefacts used to look after 

Pit Ponies. 

Skills   Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 
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 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 
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NC KS2 History 
 

Y3 Y4 

Knowledge 

Changes in Britain from the 

Stone Age to the Iron Age 

Knowledge  To know about Stone Age life 

To know about Iron Age life 

To know about weapons, tools and theories from the Stone 

and Iron age 

 

Vocabulary Chronological order, chronology, century, Ancient period, 

BCE/BC (Before Common Era/Before Christ), civilisation, 

empire, sources, importance, significance, legacy, democracy, 

impact, effects, reasons, change, continuity, first-hand 

evidence, second-hand evidence, fact, opinion, similarities, 

differences, fact, opinion, archaeology  

 

How it is  

covered 

Autumn Term – Time Detectives 

 Research Stone Age homes, diet and weapons.  

 Demonstrate understanding of Stone Age life 

including homes, diet and weapons (eg. Information 

leaflet) 

 Research pre historical animal and discuss similarities 

and differences to today (Eg. poster). 

 Show an understanding of Stone Age art and how it 

was completed by recreating and evaluating.  

 Research Skara Brae site and create a comic 

strip/poster. 

 Create a poster to show understanding of why bronze 

replaced stone.  

 Research Stonehenge and debate theories using 

evidence.  

 Order events from Stone Age through to Iron Age on 

a timeline.  

 Explore Iron Age homes and compare to Stone Age.  
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 Compare to mining in Stone and Iron Age to mining in 

Hednesford (Year 2). 

Skills  Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 

 

Knowledge 

The Roman Empire and its 

impact on Britain 

Knowledge   To know about the growth of The Roman Empire 

To know about Roman buildings and structures 

Vocabulary  century, invasion, chronological order, chronology, Ancient 

period, ACE/AD (After Common Era/ Anno Domini), empire, 

civilisation, legacy, democracy, impact, effects, consequence, 

change, continuity, cause, infer, suggest, primary evidence, 

secondary evidence, compare, contrast, fact, fiction, opinion 

How it is  

covered 

 Autumn Term- Invaders and Settlers  

 Answer questions about what  life was life before 

the Roman invasion 

 Order the countries invaded and understand why. 

 Show understanding of Boudicca and her importance 

as an historical figure (on bracelet). 

 Research the Roman army and create fact file. 

 Recreate Roman shield formations. 
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 Analyse Roman artefacts and their uses. 

 To research and present Roman art, food, 

punishments and clothes. 

 Research and explain why Roman roads were built. 

 Show an understanding of Hadrian’s Wall. 

 Research Roman inventions. 

 Compare building changes after Great fire (Year 1) 

to Roman buildings.  

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 

Knowledge 

Britain’s settlement by 

Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

Knowledge   To know who Anglo Saxon invader were 

To know why they wanted to settle in Britain 

Vocabulary  Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Ancient period, Middle ages, ACE/AD (After 

Common Era/ Anno Domini), empire, civilisation, legacy, 

democracy, impact, effects, consequence, change, continuity, 

cause, infer, suggest, primary evidence, secondary evidence, 

compare, contrast, fact, fiction, opinion 
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How it is  

covered 

 Autumn Term- Invaders and Settlers 

 Research who Anglo Saxon invaders were and why 

they wanted to settle in Britain. 

 Recreate an Anglo Saxon village and note similarities 

and differences to other villages previously taught. 

 Use maps of Great Britain and Europe and annotate 

where the Anglo-Saxons and Scots invaders came 

from/to. 

 Explore facts and find explanations about the Anglo 

Saxon and Scots invasion. Present as a 

debate/discussion. 

 Compare life in an Anglo Saxon village to previously 

taught time period. 

 

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 
Knowledge 

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon 

struggle for the Kingdom of 

England to the time of 

Edward the Confessor 

Knowledge   To know why Vikings wanted rule Britain 

To know how Anglo Saxon Britain was ruled 

To know about Alfred the Great 

To know about Edward the Confessor 
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Vocabulary  Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Middle ages,  ACE/AD (After Common Era/ Anno 

Domini), empire, civilisation, legacy, democracy, impact, 

effects, consequence, change, continuity, cause, infer, 

suggest, primary evidence, secondary evidence, compare, 

contrast, fact, fiction, opinion 

How it is  

covered 

 Autumn Term- Invaders and Settlers 

 Label on a map where Viking invaders came from. 

 Create a Viking timeline after researching and 

exploring different sources. 

 Recreate a Viking Village (drama) to explore Viking 

life including longboats. 

 Recreate a Viking invasion, exploring Viking warriors 

and comparing them.  

 Explore a range of different artefacts and allow 

children to pick one to explore and research. Findings 

presented to the rest of the class.  

 Research and discuss how kings ruled Anglo Saxon 

Britain was ruled, comparing to other time periods. 

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 
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 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 

Knowledge 

A local history study 

 

 

Knowledge   To know about changes in Hednesford including population 

increase and reasons for this 

To know about social, moral and cultural differences in 1912. 

To know why there is a statue of Captain Edward Smith in 

Lichfield 

Vocabulary  Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Modern era, legacy, democracy, impact, effects, 

consequence, change, continuity, cause, infer, suggest, 

primary evidence, secondary evidence, compare, contrast, 

fact, fiction, opinion 

How it is  

covered 

 Summer term – And The Band Played On. 

 Create questions about what children what to know 

about Hednesford 

 Research Hednesford and record facts, including 

‘memories’, maps and census 

 Explore social structure in 1912 based on Titanic 

tickets – create own tickets. Compare to today. 

 Research a famous person from Titanic (include Local 

history link to Captain Edward Smith) 

 Create a timeline of Titantic events 

 Use evidence to conclude who was responsible to the 

deaths on Titanic 

 Explore changes made in response to the Titanic  

 Research Liverpool as an area and present as a comic, 

leaflet etc.  

 Discuss changes in Hednesford (link to Year 2 

learning) 

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 
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establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 
Knowledge 

A study of an aspect or 

theme in British history that 

extends pupils’ chronological 

knowledge beyond 1066 

Knowledge   To know Famous British inventors and inventions from AD 

To know about the development of different inventions 

Vocabulary  Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Ancient period, Middle ages, Modern era, 

BCE/BC (Before Common Era/Before Christ), ACE/AD 

(After Common Era/ Anno Domini), legacy, impact, effects, 

consequence, change, continuity, cause, infer, suggest, 

primary evidence, secondary evidence, compare, contrast, 

fact, fiction, opinion 

How it is  

covered 

 Spring Term – A Recipe for Success  

Children will be set a homework task to research an inventor 

of their choice.  

 Share home research about inventors – children to 

record facts about different inventors 

 Create a timeline to show the order of which objects 

were invented 

 Analyse the order of objects invented, noting any 

connection, similarities etc.  

 Place inventions on a timeline ranging from 3000BC 

to 2000AD.   
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 Debating which inventors were the most important 

 Identify and comparing what life was like before a 

range of inventions 

 Understanding inventors problems by taking part in 

school challenges by creating their own inventions 

 Create a balanced argument for different inventions 

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 
Knowledge 

The achievements of the 

earliest civilizations – an 

overview of where and when 

the first civilizations 

appeared and a depth study 

of one of the following: 

Ancient Sumer; The Indus 

Valley; Ancient Egypt; The 

Shang Dynasty of Ancient 

China 

Knowledge  To know why Egyptians settled on the Nile  

To know about Egyptian jobs, beliefs and social structures 

To know about significant places and people in/from Egypt 

To know about Egyptian practises 

 

Vocabulary Chronological order, chronology, decade, century, 1000 years, 

Ancient period, BCE/BC (Before Common Era/Before Christ), 

civilisation, empire, sources, importance, significance, legacy, 

democracy, impact, effects, reasons, change, continuity, 

first-hand evidence, second-hand evidence, fact, opinion, 

similarities, differences, fact, opinion, archaeology 
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How it is  

covered 

Summer Term – Work Like an Egyptian  

 Explore social structure and compare to today in a 

table.  

 Understand the use of hieroglyphics and decipher a 

message.  

 Research Ancient Egyptian jobs and create a job 

application.  

 Create a leaflet/poster explain the process of 

mummification and why it was used.   

 Show understanding of Egyptian belief about the 

afterlife (eg. Comic strip, poster, How to guide: ). 

 Demonstrate understanding of Tutankhamun.  

 Create a Canopic jar and explain its use. 

 

Skills  Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed 

from a range of sources. 

 

Knowledge 

Ancient Greece – a study of 

Greek life and achievements 

and their influence on the 

western world 

Knowledge  To know who the Ancient Greeks were 

To know how Ancient Greece democracy worked 

To know about the history of the Olympics 

To know what happened in The Battle of Marathon  

To know who the Ancient Greeks were 

To know how Ancient Greece democracy worked 

To know about the history of the Olympics 

To know what happened in The Battle of Marathon  
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To have an understanding of Greek Gods and Goddesses  

To understand the events of The Trojan War 

To have an understanding of Greek Gods and Goddesses  

To understand the events of The Trojan War 

Vocabulary Chronological order, chronology, decade, century, 1000 years, 

Ancient period, BCE/BC (Before Common Era/Before Christ), 

civilisation, empire, sources, importance, significance, legacy, 

democracy, impact, effects, reasons, change, continuity, 

first-hand evidence, second-hand evidence, fact, opinion, 

similarities, differences, fact, opinion 

Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Ancient period, , BCE/BC (Before Common 

Era/Before Christ), empire, civilisation, legacy, democracy, 

impact, effects, consequence, change, continuity, cause, 

infer, suggest, primary evidence, secondary evidence, 

compare, contrast, fact, fiction, opinion 

How it is  

covered 

A two week teaching block during the Olympics every 4 

Years. All children will cover Ancient Greece once in KS1 and 

once in KS2. 

 Label a map of Europe and compare Greece now to its 

Empire size. 

 Create a map to show Greece at its biggest 

 Create a timeline of Ancient Greek events 

 Explore Ancient Greek democracy and sort statements. 

Discuss fairness. 

 Explore how, when and why the Olympic Games were 

started.  

 Research different events based on historical pottery. 

 Create own pottery for an event today. 

 Compare Ancient Greek Olympic events to today’s events 

using posing and freeze frames. 

 Discover Athens and Sparta and the Battle of Marathon. 

 Create a timeline of The Battle. 

 Research Ancient Greek religion and beliefs including 

Gods and Goddesses and myths/ 

 Create top trump cards. 

 Discuss myths. 

 Discover Priams Treasure and the Trojan War using a 

poem: The Iliad. 

A two week teaching block during the Olympics every 4 

Years. All children will cover Ancient Greece once in KS1 and 

once in KS2. 

 Label a map of Europe and compare Greece now to its 

Empire size. 

 Create a map to show Greece at its biggest 

 Create a timeline of Ancient Greek events 

 Explore Ancient Greek democracy and sort statements. 

Discuss fairness. 

 Explore how, when and why the Olympic Games were 

started.  

 Research different events based on historical pottery. 

 Create own pottery for an event today. 

 Compare Ancient Greek Olympic events to today’s events 

using posing and freeze frames. 

 Discover Athens and Sparta and the Battle of Marathon. 

 Create a timeline of The Battle. 

 Research Ancient Greek religion and beliefs including 

Gods and Goddesses and myths/ 

 Create top trump cards. 

 Discuss myths. 

 Discover Priams Treasure and the Trojan War using a 

poem: The Iliad. 
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Re-enact/create freeze frame for the Trojan War. Re-enact/create freeze frame for the Trojan War. 

Skills  Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 

 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 
Knowledge 

A non-European society that 

provides contrasts with 

British History. 

Knowledge    

Vocabulary   

How it is  

covered 

  

Skills   
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NC KS2 History 
 

Y5 Y6 

Knowledge 

Changes in Britain from the 

Stone Age to the Iron Age 

Knowledge    

Vocabulary   

How it is  

covered 

 

 

 

 

 

Skills   

Knowledge 

The Roman Empire and its 

impact on Britain 

Knowledge  To know that Mount Vesuvius is in Pompeii 

To know about what happened in Pompeii when Mount 

Vesuvius erupted 

To know that Volcanos are named after the Roman God of 

Fire 

 

Vocabulary Millennium, century, decade, invasion, chronological order, 

chronology, Ancient Period, ACE/AD (After Common Era/ 

Anno Domini), extent of change, extent of continuity, first 

civilisations, pandemic, primary evidence, secondary 

evidence, reliable, impact, eye witness, effect, consequence, 

legacy, significance, impression, change, continuity, cause, 

infer, suggest, one-sided, compare, contrast, evaluate, 

 

How it is  

covered 

Summer term – A Force to be Reckoned With  

 Research Pompeii before the eruption (drawings) 

Build on work of Year 4. 

 Discuss the eruption and the destruction of Pompeii 

 Create a timeline of the events of Pompeii. 

 Research the Roman God of Fire and its link to 

Pompeii 
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Skills  Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically 

valid questions about change, cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 

 

Knowledge 

Britain’s settlement by 

Anglo-Saxons and Scots 

Knowledge    

Vocabulary   

How it is  

covered 

  

Skills   

Knowledge 

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon 

struggle for the Kingdom of 

Knowledge    

Vocabulary   
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England to the time of 

Edward the Confessor 
How it is  

covered 

  

Skills   

Knowledge 

A local history study 

 

 

Knowledge   To know when World War One happened 

To know how soldiers lived in WW1 

To understand the past of Britain and the wider world 

Vocabulary  century, invasion, chronological order, chronology, monarchy, 

monasteries, represent, omit, reliability, biased, extent of 

change, extent of continuity, primary evidence, secondary 

evidence, impact, eye witness, effect, consequence, legacy, 

significance, impression, change, continuity, cause, infer, 

suggest, compare, contrast, interpretations, conclusions, 

accuracy, evaluate,  ambiguous, omits 

How it is  

covered 

 Autumn Term - In Their Footsteps  

 Research the life of people in WW1 

 Research John Tolkien  

 Write a diary entry of a WWI soldier 

 Create a timeline of events during WWI 

 Using the methods of historical enquiry (including primary 

and secondary sources) to gain a coherent knowledge and 

understanding of Britain’s past and the history of the 

wider world. 

 Analysing contrasting accounts and recounts of people 

from WW1. 

Skills   Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge and 

understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the periods 

they study.  
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 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed 

from a range of sources. 
Knowledge 

A study of an aspect or 

theme in British history that 

extends pupils’ chronological 

knowledge beyond 1066 

Knowledge  To know about Robert Falcon Scott’s life and expedition  

To know about Earnest Shackleton expeditions.  

To know about Timothy Nigel Peake’s life and achievements 

To know about changes in London 

To know about the changing powers in monarchs 

To know about changes in social history 

 

Vocabulary decade, chronological order, chronology, Modern Era, extent 

of change, extent of continuity, first civilisations, pandemic, 

primary evidence, secondary evidence, reliable, impact, eye 

witness, effect, consequence, legacy, significance, 

impression, change, continuity, cause, infer, suggest, one-

sided, compare, contrast, evaluate, 

century, decade, invasion, chronological order, chronology, 

monarchy, monasteries, represent, omit, reliability, biased, 

extent of change, extent of continuity, primary evidence, 

secondary evidence, impact, eye witness, effect, consequence, 

legacy, significance, impression, change, continuity, cause, 

infer, suggest, compare, contrast, interpretations, conclusions, 

accuracy, evaluate,  ambiguous, omits 

How it is  

covered 

Autumn Term - To infinity and Beyond 

 Research and create a fact file for Robert Falcon 

Scott’s life 

 Create a time line of Scott’s/Shackletons expedition  

 Research and create a fact file for Tim Peake. 

Spring Term – Facing the Challenges    

 ‘Hot seat’ historical characters to understand why they 

did things. (Mallory, Irvine, Hillary) 

 Consider interpretations of an event by looking at other 

information. 

 Place changes of a period in history within a ‘chronological 

framework’. Everest – discovered, climbed… 

 Know how to compare and contrast aspects of the past 

with aspects of today. Climbing, equipment, technique, 

clothes, medical. 

 Give a balanced view of interpretations of the past. 
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 Create multimedia presentations, with animation, sound 

and interactivity, to demonstrate my knowledge of history. 

 

Summer Term – London’s Calling  

 Research and explore how the capital has changed 

 Plot Significant events in the capital’s past  

 Investigate the changing power of monarchs using case 

studies such as Victoria 

 Explore changes in an aspect of social history, 

entertainment – Roman theatres to the West End 

Skills  Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically 

valid questions about change, cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 

 Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge and 

understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the periods 

they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid 

questions about change, cause, similarity and difference, 

and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed 

from a range of sources. 
Knowledge 

The achievements of the 

earliest civilizations – an 

overview of where and when 

the first civilizations 

appeared and a depth study 

of one of the following: 

Knowledge    

Vocabulary   
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Ancient Sumer; The Indus 

Valley; Ancient Egypt; The 

Shang Dynasty of Ancient 

China 

How it is  

covered 

  

Skills   

Knowledge 

Ancient Greece – a study of 

Greek life and achievements 

and their influence on the 

western world 

Knowledge  To know who the Ancient Greeks were 

To know how Ancient Greece democracy worked 

To know about the history of the Olympics 

To know what happened in The Battle of Marathon  

To have an understanding of Greek Gods and Goddesses  

To understand the events of The Trojan War 

To know who the Ancient Greeks were 

To know how Ancient Greece democracy worked 

To know about the history of the Olympics 

To know what happened in The Battle of Marathon  

To have an understanding of Greek Gods and Goddesses  

To understand the events of The Trojan War 

Vocabulary Millennium, invasion, chronological order, chronology, 

Modern Era, Ancient Period, BCE/BC (Before Common 

Era/Before Christ), extent of change, extent of continuity, 

first civilisations, pandemic, primary evidence, secondary 

evidence, reliable, impact, eye witness, effect, consequence, 

legacy, significance, impression, change, continuity, cause, 

infer, suggest, one-sided, compare, contrast, evaluate, 

Millennium, invasion, chronological order, chronology, Ancient 

Period, represent, omit, reliability, biased, BCE/BC (Before 

Common Era/Before Christ), extent of change, extent of 

continuity, primary evidence, secondary evidence, impact, eye 

witness, effect, consequence, legacy, significance, impression, 

change, continuity, cause, infer, suggest, compare, contrast, 

interpretations, conclusions, accuracy, evaluate,  ambiguous, 

omits 

How it is  

covered 

A two week teaching block during the Olympics every 4 

Years. All children will cover Ancient Greece once in KS1 

and once in KS2. 

 Label a map of Europe and compare Greece now to its 

Empire size. 

 Create a map to show Greece at its biggest 

 Create a timeline of Ancient Greek events 

 Explore Ancient Greek democracy and compare with 

debate. 

 Complete table to sort differences in democracy. 

A two week teaching block during the Olympics every 4 Years. 

All children will cover Ancient Greece once in KS1 and once in 

KS2. 

 Label a map of Europe and compare Greece now to its 

Empire size. 

 Create a map to show Greece at its biggest 

 Create a timeline of Ancient Greek events 

 Explore Ancient Greek democracy and compare with 

debate. 

 Complete table to sort differences in democracy. 
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 Explore how, when and why the Olympic Games were 

started.  

 Research different events based on historical pottery. 

 Compare Ancient Greek Olympic events to today’s 

events. 

 Create an Olympic timetable of events. 

 Discover Athens and Sparta and the Battle of 

Marathon. 

 Roleplay/Re-enact conversations between Athens and 

Sparta. 

 Create a timeline of The Battle. 

 Research Ancient Greek religion and beliefs including 

Gods and Goddesses and myths. 

 Create a fact file. 

 Create/retell a myth 

 Discover Priams Treasure and the Trojan War using a 

poem: The Iliad. 

 Re-enact/create freeze frame for the Trojan War and 

create a diary/monologue. 

 Explore how, when and why the Olympic Games were 

started.  

 Research different events based on historical pottery. 

 Compare Ancient Greek Olympic events to today’s events. 

 Create an Olympic timetable of events. 

 Discover Athens and Sparta and the Battle of Marathon. 

 Roleplay/Re-enact conversations between Athens and 

Sparta. 

 Create a timeline of The Battle. 

 Research Ancient Greek religion and beliefs including Gods 

and Goddesses and myths. 

 Create a fact file. 

 Create/retell a myth 

 Discover Priams Treasure and the Trojan War using a 

poem: The Iliad. 

 Re-enact/create freeze frame for the Trojan War and 

create a diary/monologue. 

Skills  Develop an awareness of the past, using common words 

and phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within 

a chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 

 Develop an awareness of the past, using common words and 

phrases relating to the passing of time. 

 Know where the people and events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and identify similarities and 

differences between ways of life in different periods. 

 Use a wide vocabulary of everyday historical terms. 

 Ask and answer questions, choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to show that they know and 

understand key features of events.  

 Understand some of the ways in which we find out about 

the past and identify different ways in which it is 

represented. 
Knowledge Knowledge  Explore when and where the Maya live  
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A non-European society that 

provides contrasts with 

British History. 

Research Mayan animals, clothes, numbers and food. 

Discuss Chichen Itza 

Explore Mayan social structure 

Vocabulary Millennium, century, chronological order, chronology, 

Ancient Period, BCE/BC (Before Common Era/Before 

Christ), extent of change, extent of continuity, first 

civilisations, pandemic, primary evidence, secondary 

evidence, reliable, impact, eye witness, effect, consequence, 

legacy, significance, impression, change, continuity, cause, 

infer, suggest, one-sided, compare, contrast, evaluate, 

 

How it is  

covered 

Spring Term – Mother natures Recipe  

 Create a timeline for Ancient Maya events 

 Research and locate Ancient Mayan civilizations 

 Answer questions about Mayan life using research 

 Create an advert from Chichen Itza 

 Compare Mayan social structure to a different time 

period 

 

Skills  Continue to develop a chronologically secure knowledge 

and understanding of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within and across the 

periods they study.  

 Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use of historical terms.  

 Regularly address and sometimes devise historically 

valid questions about change, cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance. 

 Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful 

selection and organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

 Understand how our knowledge of the past is 

constructed from a range of sources. 
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History Skills Progression 

NC KS1 History Y1 Y2 

Skills 

Develop an awareness of the 

past, using common words and 

phrases relating to the 

passing of time.  

Recognise the difference between past and present in their own 

and other people’s lives.  

Use everyday terms to describe the passing of time.  

Know and retell some stories from the past 

 

Show understanding of the past beyond living memory. 

Recognise reasons for the way people in the past acted as they 

did.  

Use terms connected with the passing of time 

Know and retell some stories from the past 

Skills 

Know where the people and 

events they study fit within a 

chronological framework and 

identify similarities and 

differences between ways of 

life in different periods. 

Show some understanding of chronology by placing a few events 

in order.  (Order artefacts and pictures from significantly 

different time periods) 

Describe some similarities and differences between their own 

life and a time in the past. 

 

Show a developing sense of chronology by placing events in 

order. (Order events from a history period studied) 

(Begin to recall the dates of important festivals or celebrations) 

Describe changes to the local area over different periods of 

time.  

Describe of people/places/events in the local area have changed 

over time.  

Skills 

Use a wide vocabulary of 

everyday historical terms. 

Use simple vocabulary to describe the passing of time.  

Eg. Last week, today, here, now, a long time ago, then, 

yesterday. 

 

Use a wider range of terms to describe the passing of time. 

Eg. Hours, weeks, months, years, last year, decades, in XXXX. 

 

Skills 

Ask and answer questions, 

choosing and using parts of 

stories and other sources to 

show that they know and 

understand key features of 

events. 

Ask simple questions about the past using sources. 

Respond to simple questions about the past using sources of 

information to support.  

 

Ask and answer questions about a range of historical sources.  

Develop a greater understanding of a time period through 

artefacts.  

 

Skills 

Understand some of the ways 

in which we find out about 

the past and identify 

different ways in which it is 

represented. 

Find out about the past from an older person, photograph or 

object.  

Find out about the past by listening to and reading stories. 

 

Use at least two different ways to find out about the past. 

Begin to identify why there are differences in the way the past 

is represented.  

Understand why eye witness accounts may vary. 
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Record understanding in a variety of ways such as text, 

drawings, speaking, role play.  

 

 

NC KS2 History Y3 Y4 

Skills 

Continue to develop a chronologically 

secure knowledge and understanding 

of British, local and world history, 

establishing clear narratives within 

and across the periods they study. 

Demonstrate a developing understanding of chronology by 

showing that the past can be divided up into different periods 

of time using dates related to the passing of time. 

Begin to think about where the time period fits onto a time line. 

Demonstrate a developing understanding of chronology by 

showing that the past can be divided up into different periods 

of time using more complex terms like BC/AD 

Place different periods of time on a time line, beginning to 

note some connections.  

Remember some key dates from a period studied. 
Skills 

Note connections, contrasts and 

trends over time and develop the 

appropriate use of historical terms. 

Demonstrate a developing understanding of chronology by 

showing that the past can be divided up into different periods 

of time using dates related to the passing of time. 

Begin to think about where the time period fits onto a time line.  

Demonstrate a developing understanding of chronology by 

showing that the past can be divided up into different periods 

of time using more complex terms like BC/AD 

Place different periods of time on a time line, beginning to 

note some connections.  

Remember some key dates from a period studied. 
Skills 

Regularly address and sometimes 

devise historically valid questions 

about change, cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance. 

Compare some features from different historical periods 

Produce work using dates and historical terms.  

Eg. Decades, centuries etc. 

Use appropriate vocabulary to describe key features of a time 

period.  

 

Compare features from different historical periods 

Begin to produce structured work using dates and historical 

terms.  

Eg. Decades, centuries etc. 

Begin to use abstract terms 

Eg. Empire, civilisation etc) 
Skills 

Construct informed responses that 

involve thoughtful selection and 

organisation of relevant historical 

information. 

Suggest questions that could be researched using sources. Ask and answer increasingly complex questions through 

independent research. 
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Skills 

Understand how our knowledge of 

the past is constructed from a 

range of sources. 

Use diagrams, recounts, stories, diaries and pictures to 

illustrate their understanding about historical events. 

Independently choose the best way to record historical 

information and explain their choice. 
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NC KS2 History Y5 Y6 

Skills 

Continue to develop a 

chronologically secure 

knowledge and understanding 

of British, local and world 

history, establishing clear 

narratives within and across 

the periods they study. 

Show some factual knowledge and basic understanding of 

aspects of the history of Britain and the wider world.  

Independently place events of a timeline, using knowledge from 

previous periods studied. 

Begin to show an understanding of the history of the country in 

chronological order.  

Show factual knowledge and understanding of aspects of the history 

of Britain and the wider world.  

Create a timeline showing some dates and details of the chronology of 

the country.  

Skills 

Note connections, contrasts 

and trends over time and 

develop the appropriate use 

of historical terms. 

Compare features from different historical periods and 

produce conclusions.  

Produce structured work using dates and historical terms. 

Eg. AD, BC, eras etc. 

Make appropriate use of historical terms and understand 

topics. (Eg. local, regional) 

Compare features from different historical periods and produce 

conclusions.  

Produce structured work using dates and historical terms. 
E.g. AD, ACE, BC, BCE, millennia, eras, epochs,) 

Understand and use in context terms that relate to different types of 

history.  

Skills 

Regularly address and 

sometimes devise historically 

valid questions about change, 

cause, similarity and 

difference, and significance. 

Follow independent lines of enquiry and make informed 

responses based on their research and sources. 

Independently research a complex historical research question.  

Skills 

Construct informed 

responses that involve 

thoughtful selection and 

organisation of relevant 

historical information. 

Select, organise and record information from a range of 

sources to produce narratives, arguments and interpretations.  

Select, summarise, organise and present information from a wide rage 

of sources in the most effective way for a given purpose.  

 

Skills 

Understand how our 

knowledge of the past is 

Describe how different types of evidence tell us different 

things about the past. 

Understand why contrasting arguments and interpretations of 

evidence occur.  

Acknowledge that different viewpoints exist and explain why these 

are valuable in understanding and interpreting history.  

Begin to evaluate the validity and significance of sources of 

information. 
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constructed from a range of 

sources. 
Begin to evaluate different sources.  Begin to understand why some events and people are considered more 

historically significant than others.    

Overarching Vocabulary – See In Year Progression for Topic Specific Vocabulary 

EYFS and Key Stage One Lower Key Stage Two Upper Key Stage Two 

Now 

then  

today 

long ago 

week 

present 

yesterday 

memory 

day 

year 

past 

future 

month 

new 

newest 

old 

oldest 

recent 

lifetime 

similar 

different 

date order 

Chronological order 

Chronology 

Decade 

Century 

1000 years 

Ancient period 

BCE (Before Common Era) 

BC (Before Christ) 

ACE (After Common Era) 

AD (Anno Domini)  

CE (Common Era) 

Civilisation 

Empire 

Sources 

Importance 

Significance 

Legacy 

Democracy 

Impact 

Effects 

Reasons 

Change 

Millennium 

Century 

Decade 

Invasion 

chronological order 

chronology 

Modern Era 

Ancient Period 

Middle Ages 

BCE (Before Common Era) 

BC (Before Christ) 

ACE (After Common Era) 

AD (Anno Domini)  

CE (Common Era) 

extent of change 

extent of continuity 

first civilisations 

pandemic 

primary evidence 

secondary evidence 

primary sources 

secondary sources 
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timeline 

remembers 

living memory 

modern 

older generation 

opinion 

artefact 

memories 

significant 

memorial 

experts 

chronological order 

investigate 

research 

evidence 

artefact 

impact 

evidence 

truth 

thoughts 

similarities 

differences 

true or thoughts 

important 

first-hand evidence  

second-hand evidence 

fact 

opinion 

similarities 

differences 

fact 

opinion 

millennium 

invasion 

Middle ages 

Modern era 

Consequence 

Cause 

Infer 

Suggest 

primary evidence 

secondary evidence 

compare 

contrast 

fact 

fiction 

opinion  

Continuity 

 

 

reliable 

effect 

consequence 

legacy 

significance 

impression 

change 

continuity 

cause 

infer 

suggest 

one-sided 

compare 

contrast 

evaluate 

interpretations 

conclusions 

accuracy 

ambiguous 

omits  

impact 

eye witness 


